Summer Term 2019

Year 1 Summer Information Leaflet

We are very much looking forward this term. We have exciting projects to explore about animals and so
books to read. The children are doing well with the demands of the year one curriculum and we would li
this opportunity to say thank you for helping them with their reading each night and their spellings.
Let’s

Dare to Dream and Aim to Achieve!

Homework

Given out on:

Due in on:

English/Maths

Thursday

Monday

Reading

Please support your child to read
every day at home and to practise
their times tables.
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Please
tryhelp
and hear
yourchild
child read
Please
your
to at
home every night. Even just 10 minutes
practise
counting
and writing
each night will
make a significant
difference.
their numbers up to 20 .
Please introduce your child to new words
each day to build their vocabulary.
Our topics this term are ”Animals and Africa”. In Geography
the Children will be learning about:
 The U.K
 Capital cities in the U.K
 Landmarks in the U.k
 Geographical language connected with the coast and the
town
In Science, Year 1 will be investigating
animals .The children will be learning about
different animal groups.

InThis
P.E. children
term’s learning
will be doing
focuses
multi
on
buildingsports
relationships
in our class and
every Thursday
also valuing and respecting difference.

Year 1 will be studying
Contacting us:
different religions including
Please ring the office for an appointment with us if you wish to talk about your
child, Christianity this year.
or try to catch us at the start or end of the day. Thanks,
Ms Mayes

